
Materials:

1 piece of 9"x 7" of blue fabric *,  
1 piece of 9"x 7" of grey fabric * , 
2 pieces of 7" elastic, scissors, pins
needle & thread or sewing machine 

9"x 7"

7"

9"

7"

Grey: Back (Inside)

* There is a printable template and measuring tape included 
   on the last page of this tutorial.

Blue: Front (Outside)

7"

1) Measure and cut one 9 inch by 7 inch piece of 
blue fabric, this will be your front piece.

2) Measure and cut one 9 inch by 7 inch piece of 
grey fabric, this will be your back piece.

3) Measure and cut two 7 inch pieces of elastic for 
your earloops.
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STEP 1:
SEW YOUR TWO PIECES TOGETHER (TOP & BOTTOM) 
LEAVING 3" GAP FOR FILTER AT BOTTOM

1) Place your pieces right side to right side so that 
the wrong sides of each piece face outwards.

2) Pin your two fabric pieces together leaving a 3 
inch gap in the middle bottom section - this is 
3 inches from either edge on the 9 inch side. 
Make sure the fabrics match up evenly on all sides.

3) Sew fabric pieces together at 1/2 inch distance 
from the edge, stitching back and forth at the 
corners and at the end of the 3 inch section. 
Make sure not to sew all the way across - you need 
the middle 3 inch section to stay open as this is 
where the �lter will be inserted. 

4) Put the top edge of your fabric pieces together 
and sew 1/2 inch along the bottom to connect the 
two pieces.
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STEP 2:
INSERT YOUR ELASTIC BETWEEN THE TWO 
PIECES & SEW THE SIDES 
- Get elastic ends as close to seams as possible and sew down 
sides at 1/4 inch seam, double stitch elastic ends

1) Take one of your elastic sections, put it in 
between the two pieces you’ve sewn together, and 
pin one end as close to the top seam of the 7 inch 
side as possible. A little bit of elastic should peek 
straight out the side.

2) Take the other end of the same piece of elastic - 
make sure it is not twisted inside the fabric - and 
pin it as close to the bottom seam as possible.

3) Your elastic should now be pinned in place inside 
the two pieces of fabric. Repeat on the other side.

4) Now sew 1/4 inch down the edge of your mask 
over the piece of elastic that you’ve pinned in. Go 
back and forth over the elastic pieces to make sure 
they are set in place. Make sure you are not sewing 
over any other section of the elastic except the ends 
you’ve pinned in place. Repeat on the other side.
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STEP 3:
REACH IN & TURN YOUR MASK RIGHT-SIDE OUT

1) Now reach through the 3 inch hole at the bottom 
of your mask and turn the entire thing inside out. 
Ear loops should now be on either side of the mask 
sticking out and right sides of the fabric are facing 
outwards.
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STEP 4:
MAKE YOUR PLEAT

1) Now your mask should be about 6 inches in 
length. At 2.5 inches from the top and 2.5 inches 
from the bottom place a pin to measure out your 
one inch pleat. Make sure the �lter hole is at the 
bottom of the mask.

2) Repeat on the other side making sure your pins 
on both the left and right are even. 

3) Pinch the fabric where the top pin is and pull it 
down to meet the bottom pin. This creates your 
pleat. 

4) Pin the pleat into place. You should see a fold 
across the middle of your mask and the top and 
bottom sections look about even. The front of your 
mask is where the pleat folds down.

5) Sew down the left and right side ¼ inch from the 
edge to secure the pleat. 
*Tip: Sew down the same direction as your pleat.
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STEP 5:
SEW ACROSS THE TOP & BOTTOM TO FINISH 
YOUR MASK

1) Sew across the top & bottom of the mask at 
¼ inch - excluding the �lter hole - to complete 
your mask.
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